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Figure 1: Overview of quadtree driven lossy event compression. Blue dots are positive events, indicating intensity
increase, red dots indicating decrease.
ABSTRACT
Event cameras are emerging bio-inspired sensors that offer salient benefits over traditional cameras.
With high speed, high dynamic range, and low power consumption, event cameras have been
increasingly employed to solve existing as well as novel visual and robotics tasks. Despite rapid
advancement in event-based vision, event data compression is facing growing demand, yet remains
elusively challenging and not effectively addressed. The major challenge is the unique data form, i.e.,
a stream of four-attribute events, encoding the spatial locations and the timestamp of each event, with
a polarity representing the brightness increase/decrease. While events encode temporal variations
at high speed, they omit rich spatial information, which is critical for image/video compression. In
this paper, we perform lossy event compression (LEC) based on a quadtree (QT) segmentation map
derived from an adjacent image. The QT structure provides a priority map for the 3D space-time
volume, albeit in a 2D manner. LEC is performed by first quantizing the events over time, and
then variably compressing the events within each QT block via Poisson Disk Sampling in 2D space
for each quantized time. Our QT-LEC has flexibility in accordance with the bit-rate requirement.
Experimentally, we show results with state-of-the-art coding performance. We further evaluate the
performance in event-based applications such as image reconstruction and corner detection.
Keywords Event cameras · Image and video compression · Event-based vision
1 Introduction
Inspired by biological visual systems [1], event cameras are novel sensors designed to capture visual information with a
data form drastically different from traditional images and videos [2, 3]. In an event camera, the pixels do not directly
output the intensity signals as traditional cameras do. Instead, each event pixel compares the difference between the
current log-intensity state and the previous state, and fires an event when the difference exceeds the firing positive or
negative thresholds. An example is shown in Fig. 5 Column 1.
The novel event-based sensing has provided several benefits. First, the asynchronous mechanism enables very low
latency (∼ 10µs) and therefore high speed imaging. Second, event cameras have high dynamic range (HDR, ∼ 120dB)
compared to regular frame-based cameras (∼ 60dB). Third, the events reduce redundant captures of static signals.
However, the events underrepresent the spatial structures, which have imposed challenges for event data compression.
Last, event cameras consume lower power (10mW) than traditional cameras (∼ 1W). As such, event cameras have
brought new solutions to many classical as well as novel problems in computer vision and robotics, including high
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frame-rate video reconstruction [4, 5, 6], with HDR [7, 8] and high resolution [9, 10, 11], and 3D reconstruction of
human motion [12] and scenes [13, 14], as well as odometry [15, 16] and tracking [17, 18].
A challenging issue yet to be studied is the event compression. Prior art considers image/video compression and event
compression as separate tracks of research, with event compression only focusing on lossless compression [19, 20].
The compression ratio is about 2.6536 against raw spike data and compared the results to conventional lossless coding
algorithms such as LZ77 [21] and LZMA [22]. This is far from satisfying compression demands. We approach event
compression in the context of hybrid sensing (RGB + events), which have gained growing attention [23, 24, 11, 16].
In this work we propose a novel lossy compression method of the events. This is the first attempt in the literature to do
lossy compression of events. We perform priority-based compression driven by a quadtree (QT) structure. The QT
is generated from the accompanying intensity (grayscale) image. The events are then variably compressed according
to the block-size of the QT map by Poisson Disk Sampling (PDS). PDS randomly sample points in space with a
distance r apart from each other producing a high frequency blue noise characteristics. Blue noise based sample set is
widely applied in rendering, texturing, animation and related domains. Poisson samples have been generated in several
ways [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] reducing the computational complexity and improving the blue noise characteristics. We
leverage PDS as a method to eliminate events in space.
In particular, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel framework for lossy compression of neuromorphic events based on the QT segmentation
map from adjacent image, and PDS for spatial compression.
• We evaluate our approach qualitatively and quantitatively, on existing event datasets.
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our compression by applying the compressed events for downstream tasks,
including corner detection and video reconstruction.
Limitations: We approach the event compression via a QT segmentation map obtained from the intensity images. Hence
we require both grayscale and events. On the other hand, with an event camera producing only events, we must generate
a QT structure from events to apply lossy compression. The QT is obtained based on the available bit rate for the
grayscale frames with optimal distortion. Using this QT, we compress the events which gives us a distortion for the
events.
2 Related Works
2.1 Image/Video coding techniques
Conventional image and video based coding techniques have evolved over last couple of decades which led to successful
telecom revolution globally. Several standards came out as a result of the persistent effort, some of the latest video
standards being HEVC, H.264, AVS2, VP9 [31, 32, 33, 34]. The most prevalent block-based hybrid-coding framework
uses intra-/inter-prediction, transform coding, quantization and entropy coding. This exploited the spatial and temporal
redundancy of the video data. Previous frames are taken into account in the inter-prediction while intra-prediction
depends on the neighboring pixel space. The residual between the actual and the predicted blocks in a frame is also
transformed and quantized. Run-length encoding followed by Huffman encoding of the coefficients are normally done
in these standards.
In images and videos, the 2D and/or 3D spatio-temporal consistency of the data is exploited to have an efficient coding
algorithm. However, events are essentially non-continuous in space and time. The events are strongly dependent on
object and/or scene motion apart from luminance changes in the scene. Limited work [20] has been done in predicting
distribution of events in space, time and polarity. This lack of predictability of the events prevent us from applying
conventional image/video based coding techniques directly on events.
2.2 Event communication protocols and compression
Currently, the events in the raw format are represented as per Address Event Representation (AER) protocol [35]. The
AER is a communication protocol developed to communicate events between neuromorphic chips. DAVIS cameras
(e.g. DVXplorer and DAVIS346) built by iniVation communicate uses the AEDAT protocol. AEDAT 4.0 released in
July 2019 [35] uses 96 bits representation for each event, while AEDAT 3 finalized in 2015 used 64 bit representation
for each event. The timestamp uses maximum bits due to its resolution with 64 bits and 32 bits for AEDAT 4.0 and
AEDAT3 respectively. Although AEDAT 4.0 has incorporated lossless encoding standards such as LZ4, LZ4_HIGH,
ZSTD and ZSTD_HIGH, the lossy encoding of events has not been incorporated so far in the protocol.
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Lossless event compression has been proposed in [20]. The authors divided the 3D event volume into smaller blocks
which was then split into octree structure. The events in the octree structure was then coded in address-prior or time-prior
mode. They further used entropy coding to reduce the bits. These works inspire us to develop the first ever lossy event
compression algorithm reported in literature (to the best of authors’ knowledge), exploiting both spatial and temporal
correlations as described in the next section.
3 Methods
In this section, we describe the lossy event compression pipeline. The first step is to generate a QT structure described
in Sec. 3.1. The QT is a segmentation map which is applied on 3D events using Poisson Disk Sampling as covered in
Sec. 3.2. Sec. 3.3 digs deep into the lossy event compression method while Sec. 3.4 discusses an event compression
metric used for evaluating the compression performance.
3.1 Generation of Quadtree (QT) structure
The events are generated due to scene complexity and relative motion of the camera with respect to scene objects. This
is highly dependent on the intensity frames. Khan et al.[36] showed that the event rate depends exponentially on the
scene complexity and linearly on the sensor speed. The events are generated due to motion of objects with edges and
textures. The event volume thus needs to be prioritised in order to identify regions which might be of importance or
otherwise.
We use a QT structure in order to identify regions of importance. For an event volume Et−1 between successive
intensity frames It−1 and It, we leverage on the intensity frames to derive a relevant QT structure. We generate the QT
based on the system described in Banerjee et al.[37]. The QT is generated by Viterbi optimization which provides a
trade-off between the frame distortion and frame bit rate. This is done by minimizing the frame distortion D over the
leaves of the QT x subject to a given maximum frame bit rate Rmax. The constrained discrete optimization is solved
using Lagrangian relaxation, leading to solutions in the convex hull of the rate-distortion curve. The Lagrangian cost
function is of the form
Jλ(x) = D(x) + λR(x), (1)
where λ ≥ 0 is a Lagrangian multiplier.
The optimal QT segmentation map is derived for intensity frame It based on the distorted frame Iˆt−1 using Bezier
curve as described in [38]. This (x, y) segmentation map is applied to the event volume Et providing regions of priority
for event compression - bigger blocks indicate less priority while smaller blocks are important regions. The events in
the smaller blocks are of high fidelity while those in larger blocks are considered to be partly redundant. (For more
details of QT generation please see supplementary material Sec. 1.)
3.2 Poisson Disk Sampling
The QT structure provides a segmentation map. However, removal of the events inside the QT blocks is challenging as
the events may be indicate local structure. There may be aggregation of events at the edges which may be increased due
to presence of noise in the sensor. Poisson disk sampling is applied on the events inside the N ×N blocks with N
describing the size of QT boxes. Poisson disk sampling generates blue noise sample patterns, where all samples are at
least r distance apart from each other. The parameter r is chosen by the user. Bridson [39] proposed a fast Poisson
disk sampling in multidimensional space. We formulate the problem of eliminating events (samples) within the disk of
radius r instead of generating new events (samples). Thus, given M original events, we obtain a R subset of events.
Given a neighborhood of N ×N pixels, we find the centroid (geometric median) xm, of the events M events, with
each xi ∈ Rn are the event locations
xm = argmin
xm
M∑
i=1
‖xi − xm‖2, (2)
We consider the event at or nearest to the median and eliminate the events within disk radius of r. We then consider the
nearest point outside radius r and eliminate the events within disk radius r. This has effect of reducing the event density
locally in neighborhood of N ×N pixels, along with introducing a fixed spatial sampling pattern in the event volume.
Fig. 2(a) shows a sample event frame with all the events aggregated over time. The uncompressed event frame had
12512 events. The events sampled with Poisson disk radius r = 1 and r = 2 in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) respectively.
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(a) Original events (b) Sampled events (r = 1) (c) Sampled events (r = 2)
Figure 2: Original samples of an event frame along with Poisson disk sampled events.We encourage the reader to
enlarge the view for better visualization.
The number of events sampled with r = 1 is 7108, while that sampled with r = 2 is 3882. Clearly, it can be seen that
that the density of events are reduced. However, the features and topology of the objects in the scene are retained.
3.3 Lossy Event Compression
The QT provides the segmentation map and the Poisson disk sampling provides efficient strategy to reduce the density
of events. However, the QT has different sized blocks which indicate different priorities. We apply sampling based on
different Poisson disk radius r at different sized blocks. The larger blocks has larger r while the smaller blocks has
smaller r or no removal of events at all. As mentioned in Sec 3.1, we obtain the QT at t− 1 from distorted intensity
frame Iˆt−2 and actual frame It−1, which is applied to event volume Et−1. The event volume corresponds to events
generated between intensity frames It−1 and It.
Algorithm 1: Event Compression Pseudo Code
set λmin, λmax, Rmax;
while intensity bit rate R > Rmax do
adjust λ to obtain desired R as in Sec. 3.1
end
Result: Optimal QT
set Tbins, r4;
Quantize timestamps t;
while QT blocks = { 4× 4, 8× 8, 16× 16, 32× 32 } do
compute the centroid C in (x, y);
Shift C to nearest event location P (if C does’nt coincide with P ) ;
if all events not visited then
Remove events within radius ri with respect to P ;
set P as nearest event outside ri;
end
Encode (x, y) differentially followed by Huffman for each block;
Encode p as Run Length Encoding each block followed by Huffman;
Encode t differentially each block with respect to neighboring events ;
end
while QT blocks = { 2× 2 } do
Encode (x, y) differentially each block;
Encode p as Run Length Encoding each block followed by Huffman;
Encode t differentially each block with respect to neighboring events;
end
while QT blocks = { 1 pixel } do
Consider all pixels in the frame ;
Encode p as Run Length Encoding followed by Huffman;
Encode t as differential with respect to neighboring events;
end
Result: Compressed Event Volume
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The lossy events compression is performed in steps depending on the bandwidth available for communication between
network-connected devices. The events are first quantized in time, then based on the spatial overlap of the event (x, y)
locations with the QT blocks, Poisson disk sampling is applied. The (x, y) location is differentially encoded while the
polarity is encoded by Run Length Encoding (RLE) followed by Huffman encoding (HE). The quantized timestamps for
the events differentially encoded locally within the blocks. The algorithm is mentioned in details as pseudocode below.
It must be clearly stated here that, we are developing a heuristics based rule for compressing the events. This algorithm
offers flexibility in terms of event compression. Depending on the desired bitrate, the compression may be set by the
user. In our experiments (Sec. 4), we show some of the experimental event compression results.
3.4 Event Compression Metric
The compressed events essentially represent the original 3D event volume in a quantized manner. The compression is
both in space and time. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been no application of any metric for computing
event distortion. We make a first attempt in that direction of quantizing this distortion. Since the fidelity of the events in
both spatio-temporal volume is important, we need to characterize the quality of the events from both these aspects.
We separate the spatial and temporal fidelity of the event volume in order to have a complete understanding of the
different parameters in the event compression algorithm. For computing the spatial distortion, we aggregate the events
over the time bins into a (x, y) event image. We compute the PSNR and SSIM based on the aggregated compressed and
uncompressed event image.
For quantifying temporal distortion, we define a temporal error metric to quantify the quantization error in time
Terror =
1
Nframes
Nframes∑
i=1
√∑
j
(Tj,org − Tj,quant)2, (3)
where, Nframes is the number of event volumes in the sequence, Tj,org is the timestamp of j th event in i th frame,
Tj,quant is the timestamp of j th event in i th frame. This spatial and temporal metric are used in order to quantify the
distortion and compression performance of the events in the next section.
4 Experiments and Results
The performance of the system is tested by simulating the proposed model with sequences from RGB-DAVIS dataset
[11, 40]. The dataset has both calibrated rgb images and the corresponding events. The sequences Indoor6, Indoor9 and
Outdoor3 are used for the experimental results.
4.1 Performance with varying temporal binning only
In one of the experiments, the QT segmentation is not used. No events are removed based on Poisson disk sampling.
However, the timestamps of the events are discretized temporally into N bins, with N ∈ {8, 16, 24}. To quantify the
benefits of the temporal compression, we compute the compression ratio of the original uncompressed events as well as
the compressed events. Each uncompressed events are represented as 64 bits, as per AEDAT 3.1 format. Table 1 shows
the compression ratio and the average Terror over the sequence.
Sequence Indoor6 Indoor9 Outdoor3
Tbin 8 16 24 8 16 24 8 16 24
Terror 0.302 0.164 0.117 0.283 0.143 0.096 0.208 0.104 0.069
CR 11.23 10.17 9.64 11.37 10.65 10.33 11.14 9.85 9.14
Table 1: Temporal binning only. CR: compression ratio
Clearly, it can be seen that with the increase in the number of Tbin, the compression ratio reduces alongwith the
reduction of Terror. Fig. 3(a) (row 1) shows the original events while Fig. 3(b), (c) and (d) (row 1) shows the variation
of events in temporal space with 8, 16 and 24 quantized timestamps respectively.
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(a) Original events (b) Tbins=24 (c) Tbins=16 (d) Tbins=8
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Figure 3: Row 1: temporal binning comparison for Indoor9 (human walking); Row 2: bit rate comparison for Outdoor3
(building); Row 3: r4 comparison for Indoor6 (hand gesture).
4.2 Performance with varying Bit Rate
The QT is optimized for a particular operational bit rate for the intensities only. In these experiments, r4 = 1, r8 = 2r4,
r16 = 3r4 and r32 = 4r4. The temporal bins is Tbin = 16. The performance table is shown in Table 2. As the bit rate
reduces, the PSNR and SSIM reduces, while Terror and CR increases. This indicates bigger blocks in the QT for lower
bit rates with considerably low distortion. For the Indoor6 and Indoor9 sequences, the number of events are less than
Outdoor3 sequence. Hence, we show the event compression corresponding to low bit rates for these sequences. Fig. 3
(row 2) shows the visual quality of the Outdoor3 (frame 150) for different intensity bit rates.
Sequence Bit Rate (Mbps) PSNR (dB) SSIM Terror CR
Outdoor3
1 36.06 0.9622 0.65 11.56
0.5 34.57 0.9493 0.75 11.98
0.3 33.64 0.9383 0.82 13.01
Indoor6
0.5 45.31 0.9972 0.24 10.82
0.3 44.92 0.9959 0.26 11.38
0.1 44.28 0.9936 0.30 14.01
Indoor9
0.5 43.20 0.9874 0.34 12.25
0.3 42.78 0.9850 0.37 13.22
0.1 41.62 0.9763 0.41 16.55
Table 2: Performance with varying Bit Rate
4.3 Performance with varying Poisson Disk radius and temporal binning
In this experiment, the performance of the event compression system is evaluated at a particular bit rate, but by varying
the Poisson disk radius r4. As in section 4.2, r8 = 2r4, r16 = 3r4 and r32 = 4r4. The temporal binning of Tbin = 16
is used in this experiment. The PSNR and SSIM reduces as r4 increases. The Terror increases with increase of r4
indicating the increase of temporal distortion. The compression ratio also increases with the increase of r4. A sample
event images for the original and compressed events for Indoor6 sequence (frame 150) is shown in Fig. 3 (row 3) at 100
kbps. With the increase in r4, the event image becomes less dense. It is noted that by setting different values of r4, we
can obtain a target bit rate for the events, but with a particular distortion value.
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Sequence Indoor6, 0.1Mbps Indoor9, 0.1Mbps Outdoor3, 0.5Mbps
r4 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
PSNR 44.28 43.18 42.69 41.62 40.45 40.01 34.57 31.38 30.04
SSIM 0.994 0.987 0.982 0.976 0.960 0.950 0.950 0.879 0.821
Terror 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.41 0.49 0.55 0.75 1.02 1.17
CR 14.02 16.33 18.12 16.55 22.15 28.14 11.98 15.30 18.72
Table 3: Performance with varying disk radius.
5 Applications
5.1 Corner Detection
We applied the uncompressed and compressed events for event based Harris corner detection. We used DAVIS dataset
[24], Shapes Translation sequence which has moving objects of different shapes. We compress the events at Tbins = 16
based on QT generated from 200kbps bit rate for the intensity. The Poisson disk sampling radius is set at r4 = 1 and
r4 = 2 respectively. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) top row shows the original uncompressed event image and Harris corner
detections (in red squares) respectively. The corner detections from compressed events with r4 = 1 is shown in blue
circles Fig. 4(c) top row, while green diamonds indicates the corners detected from compressed events with r4 = 2,
shown in Fig. 4(d) top row. It is evident that the red squares and blue circles overlap for a large candidate points, while
the green diamonds overlap with the red squares are less.
(a) Original events (b) Original (c) r4=1 (d) r4=2
(a) Original (b) Tbins=24 (c) Tbins=16 (d) Tbins=8
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Figure 4: Row 1: Corner detection on DAVIS [24]; Row 2: Image reconstruction on RGB-DAVIS [11]
5.2 Image Reconstruction
We use E2VID [8] for reconstruction of image from events. The results for reconstructed frame 6 of Outdoor3 sequence
from RGB-DAVIS dataset is shown in Fig. 4 bottom row with temporal compression only. We used window duration of
33 ms in order to reconstruct these images. It is observed in Fig. 4(d) bottom row that with Tbins = 8, the reconstruction
quality is poor. It improves with the increase in Tbins to 16 shown in Fig. 4(c) bottom row. With Tbins = 24, Fig. 4(b)
bottom row, the reconstruction quality is close to reconstructed image with original events. Our preliminary results
show the effectiveness of image reconstruction at much lesser event bit rate compared to the original uncompressed
events. (For more results on Image Reconstruction please see supplementary material Sec. 2.)
6 Conclusion and Discussion
This paper proposes a novel method of lossy event compression method in spatio-temporal domain based on Poisson
disk sampling which achieves state-of-the-art compression ratio. The algorithm relies on a QT segmentation map which
for identifying the regions of interest. We show the effectiveness of the method in different experimental runs: with
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different temporal binning, spatial binning and joint spatio-temporal binning. The compressed events are also applied to
sample applications including corner detection and image reconstruction. As the performance deteriorates towards
greater event compression, we observe that the downstream tasks are more sensitive to the temporal resolution. In the
future, it will be interesting to evaluate our compression algorithm on other related tasks. However, note that the current
event-based algorithms have not been optimized for uncompressed events. It is an interesting direction to adapt existing
algorithms to compensate for the event distortions.
Appendix A: Quadtree Optimization
Quadtree (QT) may be generated in several ways depending on the system and application. In some prior works [37],
where the system is developed as a Host-Chip communication problem in bandwidth-constrained environment, the QT
is developed to compress the grayscale intensity frames. In this work, we use similar system setting in order to generate
the QT based on the grayscale intensity frames. Note that the Host-Chip setting is not required. For a frame ft, we
have a QT segmentation, skip or acquire modes for the leaves, and values for the leaves of acquire modes, denoted
by St, Qt, and Vt, respectively. These are used to reconstruct the frame fˆt which is distorted compared to ft. The
previously reconstructed frame fˆt−1 is used to copy the values in the skip leaves of fˆt. A combination of object detector
and tracker determines the regions of interest (ROIs) for the next frame at t+ 1. These predicted ROIs for frame ft+1
are used for generating St+1, Qt+1, and Vt+1 [37].
The full resolution frame ft+1 is acquired at time t+ 1 from the imager. The ROIs, ft+1 and fˆt are inputs to the Viterbi
Optimization Algorithm which provides the optimal QT structure St+1 and skip-acquire modes Qt+1 subject to the
bandwidth constraint B. The Viterbi optimization provides a trade-off between the frame distortion and frame bit rate.
This is done by minimizing the frame distortion D over the leaves of the QT x subject to a given maximum frame bit
rate Rmax. The reconstructed frame fˆt along with frame ft+1 is used to compute the distortion.
The optimization is formulated as follows
argmin
x
D(x), (4)
s. t. R(x) ≤ Rmax
The distortion for each node of the QT is based on the skip-acquire acquisition mode Qt of that node. If a particular
node xˆt of a reconstructed frame at time t is skip, the distortion with respect to the new node at time t+ 1, xt+1, is
given by
Ds = |xt+1 − xˆt|, (5)
On the contrary, if the node is an acquire, the distortion is proportional to the standard deviation σ as shown in Eq. 6,
where N is the maximum depth of the QT and n is the level of the QT where distortion is computed. The root and the
most subdivided level is defined to be in level 0 and N respectively:
Da = σ × 4N−n, (6)
The total distortion is therefore defined as
D = Ds +Da, (7)
The constrained discrete optimization of Eq. 4 is solved using Lagrangian relaxation, leading to solutions in the convex
hull of the rate-distortion curve [41]. The Lagrangian cost function is of the form
Jλ(x) = D(x) + λR(x), (8)
where λ ≥ 0 is a Lagrangian multiplier. It has been shown that if there is a λ∗ such that
x∗ = argmin
x
Jλ∗(x), (9)
which leads to R(x∗) = Rmax, then x∗ is the optimal solution to Eq. 4. This is solved using the Viterbi algorithm,
shown in detail in [42].
In the distortion term, we want to prioritize the regions based on the bounding boxes, which are the ROIs of region i.
This is introduced by the weight factors wi in each region i. However, in case where region i occupies a large area
within the frame, the amount of distortion may heavily outweigh other smaller regions. We want to have a weighted
distortion independently of the area of ROI i. This is done by dividing the weighted distortion by the area of the ROI of
region i, thus modifying Eq. 8 as
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Figure 5: Rate Control using Bezier Curve [41]
Jλ(x) =
∑
i∈Ω
wiDi(xi)
Ai
+ λR(x), (10)
where, Ω is the set of differently weighted regions, Di the distortion of region i, wi the weight of region i, Ai the area
of region i and xi the leaves in the QT of region i.
In order to compress the grayscale intensity frames at desired bit-rate in an optimal manner, λ value in the Lagrangian
multiplier is adjusted at each frame to achieve the desired bit rate. The optimal λ∗ is computed by a convex search in
the Bezier curve [41]. A sample curve is shown in Fig. 1.
In this work, for compressing the events, we consider the events in both the skip-acquire regions of the QT and compress
the events depending on the QT block size. However, depending on the application, we may just compress events in the
acquire regions of the QT.
Appendix B: Additional Image Reconstruction Results
We perform additional experiments on image reconstruction from events. The results for reconstructed frame 16 of
Outdoor3 sequence from RGB-DAVIS dataset [40] is shown in Fig. 1. We generated the QT structure with 0.3 Mbps.
The Poisson sampling disk radius was set to r4 = 1. The reconstruction at Tbins = 8, 16 and 24 are shown in Fig.
2(d), Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(b) respectively. We used window duration of 33 ms in order to reconstruct these images. It
is observed that with Tbins = 8, the reconstruction quality is poor, but improves with the increase in Tbins to 16 and
further With Tbins = 24.
The image reconstruction of frame 6 of Office spiral sequence of DAVIS dataset [24] is shown in Fig. 3 using Tbins
= 24. Fig. 3(a) shows the image reconstructed from original events while Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) shows the image
reconstruction for Poisson disk radius r4 = 1 and r4 = 2 respectively. We also reconstruct image using Tbins = 16
along with Poisson disk radius r4 = 1 and r4 = 2 shown in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) respectively. The reconstructions
are close to the original image reconstruction. In both these experiments (shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) we used window
duration of 60 ms to reconstruct these images.
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(a) Original (b) Tbins=24 (c) Tbins=16 (d) Tbins=8
Figure 6: Image reconstruction at 0.3 Mbps bit rate at different temporal binning. We encourage the reader to enlarge
the view for better visualization.
(a) Original (b) r4 = 1 (c) r4 = 2
Figure 7: Image reconstruction at 0.3 Mbps bit rate at Tbins=24 with different Poisson Radius r4.
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